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Chapter 324 “Three Hundred Million Dollars Means A Lot Of Money”

“Adults who frighten children will go to hell after they die.” Joey replied with a
fake smile. “……” Carson asked, “Where did you hear these things?” Although
Joey was young, he was smarter than an adult. Joey glanced at Carson
indifferently and didn’t answer his question. But he knew that since Carson had
asked this question, it meant that he had been suspicious of the matter that
Gatlin modified the program But Joey was a little surprised. He had thought that
if he mentioned Dhruv, everyone’s doubts would be dispelled But obviously,
Carson didn’t do as follow Joey’s plan. “I really don’t know how to program, but
I’ve seen others programing.” Joey knew that if he didn’t say anything today,
Carson wouldn’t let him go. “Watch others programing? Who?” Carson raised his
eyebrows and asked. “How do you know he was programing?” Facing Carson’s
question, Joey was very calm and said disapprovingly, “The man is my mommy’s
friend. How do I know that? Of course he told me.” Carson frowned and his eyes
darkened, and looked at Joey’s expression with inquiring eyes. From Joey’s
young face, Carson could figure out whether he was lying or not. Joey’s mother?
The college student who worked part-time in a bar? A woman who was so poor
that she had to work part-time to earn tuition just had a friend who could
program? “The second question.” After regaining his composure, Carson asked,
“Did you tell Gatlin the basic codes of the program that he modified?” Joey’s big
and bright eyes blinked, and he didn’t answer in a hurry. Carson waited for a
while, but Joey didn’t say anything. He couldn’t help asking, “Besides, if I’m not
wrong, Dhruv doesn’t know Gatlin, does he? Dhruv didn’t call Gatlin, but you,
right? Do you know Dhruv?” “……” Joey still kept silent. When Carson asked the
first question, Joey had been wondering what Carson had suspected. Now he was
somewhat surprised to hear that. “Little guy ..” “Dhruv? What are you talking
about? Mr. Newbie, you asked me so many questions, but I don’t know which one
I should answer. ” Joey asked deliberately with an innocent look. Then he sighed,
“Forget it. i’d better not go to Moon-like Ancient Road. Mr. Newbie, please send
me back.” At the thought of the codes he saw on the computer in the lab, Carson
found that the programming style of the man who modified the codes in the lab
was so similar to that of another man. He finally got a clue and didn’t want to
give up, and Joey in front of him obviously knew it. The hacker who stole three
hundred million dollars from the account of Victor must have something to do
with Joey.

“Little guy, you don’t want to go to Moon-like Ancient Road, then do you want to
go to the hospital?” Joey’s ears moved. Just when Carson thought Joey wanted
to agree, Joey yawned and said softly, “No. There are so many people in the
hospital. It’s too messy. I’d better go back to Sue Garden.” 1 “Aren’t you worried
about Victor? He got hurt to protect you. Don’t you want to see him?” Carson
tried to persuade Joey. “Is he dead?” Joey suddenly asked. Was he dead? Carson
was in a daze for a moment, then he came to his senses and said, “Of course not.
How could it be possible?” “That’s good.” Joey pretended that he didn’t care
about it at all. “As long as Mr. Sullivan is alive, he will be discharged from the
hospital sooner or later. When he comes back from the hospital, I can see him.
Besides, he is in hospital for recuperation. I have to be taken care of by others
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since I am a child, I can’t help him but only make troubles if I go there.” Joey had a
clear mind, and Carson couldn’t find a reason to refute him. Carson remembered
that he had fought with the hacker for several times and suffered losses. He was
about to find the clue about the hacker, but Joey was smart and unwilling to tell
him, which made him From the corner of his eye, Joey observed Carson. When he
noticed the look on Carson’s face, he felt strange. am. The hacker attacked the
codes of the lab didn’t have much to do with Carson, but it seemed that Carson
really wanted to know who modified the codes of the program. Suddenly, Joey
seemed to think of something. “Mr. Newbie, may I ask you a question?” “What?”
“Three hundred million dollars means a lot of money?”
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Chapter 325 I Have A Request That You Take Me To The Hospital

As soon as Carson heard the words ‘three hundred million dollars’, he was
stunned. He looked at Joey and asked, “How do you know that?” “What?” Joey
pretended not to understand and looked innocent. . Carson could tell that Joey
was pretending. He became serious and asked in a low voice, “Little guy, do you
know something?” “Mr. Newbie, your question is a little strange. What do I know?
And you haven’t answered my question.” Squinting his eyes, Carson soon realized
that Joey was tantalizing him and threatening him with this “Little guy, how did
you know that someone stole three hundred million dollars from the bank
account of Victor?” Carson asked. “What? Mr. Sullivan’s money has been stolen?
“Joey still looked innocent. “You know the man who stole the three hundred
million dollars, don’t you? Or does it have anything to do with you?” Seeing that
Joey still pretended not to understand, Carson continued to ask. Joey winked his
eyes and said, “Mr. Newbie, why do you think it has something to do with me? It
has nothing to do with me. I just mention the three hundred million dollars. Do
you think I stole Mr. Sullivan’s money?” “It has nothing to do with you? Then why
did you mention the three hundred million dollars suddenly?” “I just said it
casually.” Joey was very calm. After a pause, he continued, “But I know one thing.
It might have something to do with that.” Carson was eager to catch the hacker
who stole three hundred million dollars. Seeing that the clues were about to be
connected again, he asked anxiously, “What is it?” Joey turned his head to look at
Carson. His thin lips moved, but he said nothing. Carson waited for a while, but
Joey didn’t say anything, so he urged, “Little guy.” “I can tell you, but I have a
request.” said Joey, raising his eyebrows and crossing his arms over his chest.
“Take me to the hospital.” Under the inpatient department of Flowerence
Hospital. The Benz slowly stopped at an open space under the stairs of the
building. After a while, the driver got out of the car, walked around the front of
the car and opened the door for Joey. After a while, Carson and Joey got off
from both sides of the car. They went straight into the building and took the
elevator to the floor where VIP wards were. As soon as the elevator door was
closed, Carson couldn’t help but look down at Joey, then he said, “Little guy, I
have done what you asked. Now it’s your turn to fulfill your promise.” With his
hands in his pockets, Joey looked up at Carson and said, “Well, it’s no big deal to
tell you.”
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Carson’s beautiful eyes lit up with excitement. As the youngest child of the Scott
family in Apliaria, Carson was the general manager of Scott Group. But everyone
knew that Carson didn’t do things in the company and he rarely came to the
company. He was a playboy who led a luxurious life. But only a few people knew
that although Carson the youngest child of Scott family was not interested in
business, he was interested in programming and hacking technology. He had
once been invited to join the alliance of the Red Hackers, but he was so arrogant
in his youth that he refused the invitation. As a result, he lost the opportunity to
compete against King of Hearts. Seven years ago, Carson was frustrated in
hacking technology for the first time because of King of Hearts. At that time, he
encountered the same case with King of Hearts, but they were enemies. The
firewall program he designed was completely destroyed in a second. Carson had
always wanted to find King of Hearts, but whereabouts of King of Hearts were so
mysterious that Carson had never met him again after being frustrated. And five
years ago, King of Hearts completely disappeared from the field of hacking
Carson had thought that it would be the only time in his life that he was
frustrated in hacking technology. However, half a month ago, an unknown hacker
suddenly stole three hundred million dollars from the account of Victor, which
made him frustrated again. Therefore, finding this man had more or less become
Carson’s obsession.

Read next chapter 326
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Chapter 326 Does The Person Who Stole Three Hundred Million Dollars Have
Anything To Do With Odin

“I just heard it frommy mommy’s friend. I suddenly thought of it, so I asked you.”
With his bright eyes, Joey didn’t seem to be lying at all. Carson frowned and said,
“A friend of your mommy? What did he say?” “He said that he had made a lot of
money recently and treated me a big meal.” Joey lowered his eyes and took off
shreds of paper that had stuck on his coat. He continued to say casually, “I asked
him howmuch money it was. He said he had three hundred million dollars. That’s
why I asked you the question ‘Three hundred million dollars means lot of
money?’” The man could program and made a lot of money… Carson grabbed
Joey’s shoulder and asked, “What’s the name of your mommy’s friend? Where is
he?” Carson was so excited that he couldn’t help grabbing Joey’s shoulder hard,
the pain made Joey’s face twisted, then Joey said, “It hurts. Let me go.” “Little
boy, answer my question. Who is your mommy’s friend?” Joey raised his head and
looked into the eyes of Carson who was eager to know the answer. He struggled,
but failed.

He opened his mouth and bit Carson on the arm. “Ouch!” Carson was in pain and
withdrew his hand. “Bah-” Joey snorted and wiped his mouth with the back of his
hand. Joey bit Carson ferociously. Carson rolled up his sleeve and saw the bite
mark on his wrist. If it weren’t for the cloth, Joey would have bitten through
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Carson’s skin, causing bleeding. “Little guy, you…” “Ding!” They arrived. Glancing
at the bite mark on Carson’s wrist, Joey snorted, “You deserve it.” then he nimbly
went around Carson and walked out of the elevator. Carson also knew that he
was too anxious just now, so he didn’t really get angry with Joey. He pulled down
his sleeve, turned around and followed Joey out. “Little guy, you haven’t
answered the question I asked you just now.” When they were about to reach the
door of the ward, Carson grabbed the collar of Joey and said with his eyebrows
raising slightly, “Do you want to break your promise?” “No, I won’t.” Joey curled
his lips, pulled back his collar. Then he said, “I just can’t answer your questions.”
“What do you mean?” “I don’t know his name, and I haven’t seen him since that
time.” Joey tidied up his coat and said seriously, “I really didn’t know who he was.
I only knew that my mommy said he was here to protect us.” Never seen him
again? To protect them? Was that man really sent by Odin to protect Joey and his
mother? If that was the case, then the three hundred million dollars… Thing was
done by Odin? When did Odin know such a powerful hacker?

All of a sudden, Carson thought of what he had been thinking about just now. He
looked at Joey, trying to find something from his face. However, he couldn’t see
anything from Joey’s face, Joey looked so childish and innocent. “Mr. Newbie,
can I go in now?” Seeing that Carson was lost in thought, Joey asked with a sly
glint in his eyes. “…… Yes. ” Carson replied with a slight frown. In the past few
years, Odin had been under the control of him and Victor. If the hacker really
worked for Odin, then it meant that Odin was not as simple as they thought. But
soon on second thought, Carson said in his heart, ‘Now that Odin has dead, is it
necessary to investigate that?’ Joey didn’t know what was on Carson’s mind. The
reason why he made three the hundred million dollars have something to do with
Odin was that Odin had died, so Carson couldn’t find any evidence from Odin. He
had to dispel the doubts of Carson who had a sharp mind! When Joey pushed the
door open, before he could see clearly the man who was lying on the bed, the
man inside said coldly, “Get out!”
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Chapter 327 Does It Hurt “Well, Joey, it seems that the person you want to see
doesn’t welcome you.” Carson who was lost in thought just now put on a wry
smile and leaned against the door, then he said that sarcastically. Taking a glance
at Carson who was saying sarcastically, Joey walked inside. When Victor raised
his eyes, he saw the two coming in from the door. When his eyes fell on Joey, the
coldness in his eyes obviously disappeared. He asked in a low and hoarse voice,
“Why are you here?” Standing by the bed, Joey looked at Victor and didn’t say
anything Victor had an operation in this morning. He had just woken up, and his
face was still sickly yellow.

The loose hospital gown with blue and white stripes made him look very weak. In
the past, Victor was high -spirited and vigorous, but he was very weak. Noticing
the dry pieces of skin on Victor’s’ lips, Joey turned around and walked to the
water dispenser. Seeing that Joey didn’t say anything, Victor looked at Carson
coldly. Although he didn’t say anything, it is obvious that he was questioning
Carson. Noticing Victor’s gaze, Carson hastily spread his hands, showing that it
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was none of his business. “It’s not my fault. If I don’t bring him here, he would
probably find a way to come here by himself.” In fact, Carson was right When
they were in the western restaurant, he felt that Joey was strange, and what
happened in the lab of the Salazar Group kept appearing in his mind, so he just
went to the bathroom to wait for Joey. If he didn’t do that, he would probably be
looking for Joey everywhere at this time! “Drink some water.” Joey took a glass
of warm water, walked back to the bed and handed it to Victor Victor was
stunned.

Seeing that Victor didn’t take it, Joey frowned and asked, “Aren’t you thirsty?”
“Little guy, he’s not thirsty. I’m thirsty. Hand it for me.” Carson smiled and
reached for the water from Joey However, before his fingertips could touch the
cup, Victor took the water. And Victor seemed to be a little anxious, so the water
splashed out of the cup and fell upon Carson’s cuff Joey looked at his hand and
curled his lips, then he said, “If you are thirsty, go to get some water for
yourself.” “……” Carson smiled and said, “You just treat me who helped you so
badly! Don’t forget that I took you here.”

“But I didn’t beg you to do that. It is you who…” Joey winked his eyes and said.
Before he could finish his words, Carson covered his mouth. Joey pulled Carson’s
hand away and glared at him. Seeing Joey gritting his teeth, Carson suddenly felt
his wrist ached. He remembered that Carson bit him in the car just now. “Forget it.
I won’t disturb you two. I will go out to have a cigarette.” As soon as Carson
finished speaking, he rubbed Joey’s hair, raised his eyebrows and walked out.
Joey shook his head. He didn’t like people touching his head. When Carson
walked out of the ward, Joey lowered his head and kept tidying up his hair with
his hands. He pouted his lips, and didn’t look so indifferent, but looked more
childish, this was what a child should be. After a long time, he finally stopped and
noticed that Victor was looking at him. He fetched a chair, which was a little high.
He climbed on the chair carefully, crossed his legs and held the pillow, looking
into Victor’s eyes. “……Why do you want to come here?” Victor’s eyes had been
fixed on Joey all the time. Seeing that Joey had climbed on the chair, he leaned
forward a little, he subconsciously wanted to help Joey hold the chair to prevent
him from falling down. He didn’t look away until he saw that Joey was sitting
tight. “Does it hurt?” Joey didn’t answer Victor’s question. He pointed at Victor’s
shoulder blade and asked. That was where Victor was shot when he protected
Joey.
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Following Joey’s gaze, Victor lowered his eyes and asked in a low voice, “Is that
why you came to the hospital?”
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Joey pulled the pillow and blinked his eyes. Although he didn’t want to admit it,
he came here because he was worried about Victor’s injury. He didn’t want to
answer this question. He looked around and changed the topic.

“Where is that beautiful lady?”

Frowning, Victor asked, “Beautiful lady?” “Yes, it’s the lady who got out of your
car before.”

It was not until Joey reminded him that Victor

realized the beautiful lady Joey mentioned was

Susan. Victor’s expression became colder. He looked at the expression on Joey’s
face and asked, “Why did you

mention her? Do you like her very much?”

* What?” Joey was stunned for a moment. He just wanted to change the topic, so
he didn’t listen to what Victor said seriously. He replied subconsciously.

“She won’t come again.” Said Victor coldly.

“Why?” Didn’t you just sign a strategic contract with

the Salazar Group?



Victor looked at Joey, and his eyes darkened. He hadn’t been familiar with Joey
for a long time, but they lived together these days, so Victor probably knew that
Joey in front of him was a cold and unapproachable person. Moreover, Joey was
obviously not interested in Susan before, how could he be interested in her in
just a few days?

“Do you really want to see her?” Looking down at the cup in his hand, Victor took
a sip of water to wet his whistle and said in a low voice, “I thought you don’t like
her very much.”

‘I show it so obviously?

Joey murmured in his heart, but he didn’t answer

Victor’s question. Instead, he asked, “Mr. Sullivan,

don’t you like her very much? You are going to get

married and you will have babies in the future.” When Joey thought that Victor
was going to get married and have another child in the future, he felt
inexplicably wronged. He didn’t even realize it himself, and his tone was filled
with jealousy.

“Who told you that?” Victor frowned.

“No one told me. But everyone knows that you are going to marry beautiful Lady,
right? I remember that when I first met the beautiful lady at the airport, the
people around her asked her that. After getting married, you will have a baby,
won’t you?” Joey curled his lips and said, “And I also know you



will find a way to send me away when you have a baby. They all say that you hate
my father very much. My appearance will affect the baby of you and the

beautiful lady.”

The more Victor listened, the angrier he became Joey didn’t notice Victor’s
expression. He supported his chin with one hand and sighed, “No. in fact, it
doesn’t matter to send me away, but… Can I discuss one thing with you?”

“What?”

“If you want to send me away, can I choose the place where I go to?” Joey looked
at Victor and asked seriously.

Victor looked into Joey’s eyes. He heard the words Joey said clearly, and every
word seemed to touch his heart. Looking at Joey’s eyes which were similar to the
eyes in his memory, Victor couldn’t help. thinking of what Rachel had said
yesterday. Victor felt pain.

He calmed himself down and put the cup aside. He quickly captured a key point
from Joey’s words. Then he said, “They all said that? Who are they?”

“In the past two days, you heard someone say something behind your back in the
Sue Garden.” Victor asked again, but his tone showed that he was not asking a
question but stating a fact.

Joey pursed his lips, and his expression became serious. In the past two days, he
had indeed heard a lot in Sue Garden, even though he had already known the
general situation. All of a sudden, a child appeared, and he was the child of Odin.
Although the servants in Sue Garden were usually serious and cautious, and they
didn’t say anything about Sullivan Group and Sue Garden to others, they would
discuss it secretly.



Of course, the servants wouldn’t specially come to Joey and tell him about the
hatred between Odin and Victor, nor would they be so stupid to say that Victor
hated Odin.

Of course, Joey wouldn’t take the initiative to

eavesdrop.

However, the servants seemed to be too absorbed in their discussion. When Joey
went downstairs to find some water to drink, he heard what they said by
accident.
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